
 
 

SUCCESSFUL TOGETHER - INTERAGRI BULGARIA 10 YEARS ANNIVERSARY EVENT 

 

Together with more than 300 customers, partners and employees of the company, INTERAGRI 
Bulgaria celebrated its first 10 years. The event took place at the State Opera Stara Zagora 
during the exhibition BATA AGRO, which this year was held from 15 to 19 May. 

"Thank you to all the guests of our celebration on the occasion of the 10th anniversary of 
INTERAGRI! Thank you to all partners for their support and perseverance in this journey! Thanks 
also to the INTERAGRI team! And let us wish to continue being SUCCESSFUL TOGETHER!", 
greeted the guests from the stage Mr. Daniel Minev, Executive Director of INTERAGRI Bulgaria.   

The guests of the celebration had the opportunity to enjoy a unique experience, marked by a 
real delight for all senses with a specially selected first-class wine, cocktail and official part, the 
culmination of which was a performance of the opera in four acts "La Bohème" by Giacomo 
Puccini, held on stage especially for the guests of INTERAGRI. This is one of the key 
performances in the repertoire of the opera, with a number of guest musicians and soloists 
from the world stage. The soloist who played Mimi is Tamara Kalinkina, who worked for many 
years at the Kiev Opera, participated as a soloist on a number of world stages, including that of 
the Vienna Opera. 

Amongst most important guests of the event, were the young talented artists from the School 
of Crafts and Arts "Dimitar Ekimov", Rusalya village, whose paintings were put up for auction. 
Thanks to all participants in the event, funds were raised to support the future development of 
the school premises. Socially disadvantaged children from all over Bulgaria study at the school, 
it is self-funding, In addition to the regular school program, extended study of applied arts and 
various types of crafts is also included. During the event, in addition to the large canvases, all 
ceramics, stained glass and paintings exhibited at a specially created charity stand were 
redeemed. More about the school and their cause, which INTERAGRI and partners stood for, 
you can learn on the website: https://www.rusalya.org 

During the event, a video was premiered, briefly gathering key moments in the history of 
INTERAGRI Bulgaria in this 10-year journey. You can see the short film here: 
https://youtu.be/SB98krTmecY 

Follow INTERAGRI Bulgaria for up-to-date information on www.interagri.bg and social media.  
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More information about INTERAGRI Bulgaria: 

INTERAGRI Bulgaria is one of the leading suppliers of agricultural and construction equipment, 
spare parts and field services in Bulgaria. The company has a wide network of branches, 
covering the whole territory of the country. INTERAGRI Bulgaria is an official importer for NEW 
HOLLAND Agriculture and Construction and is also representing KINZE, BEDNAR, BRANTNER, 
Provitis and etc. various other well-known brands for implements, aiming to provide a full-range 
of custom solutions for agriculture and construction businesses.  
 
Contacts: 
E-mail: office@interagribg.com 
Company Phone Number: 0700 46 666 
Website: https://interagri.bg/ 
Headquarters: Bulgaria, Sofia, Blvd. Hristofor Kolumb 64, Sofia Airport Center 
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